


SYNOPSIS
Hedi is a quiet young man following the path that has been traced out for him. Tunisia is changing, 
but Hedi doesn’t expect much from the future and lets others make his big decisions for him.

The same week his mother is preparing his marriage, his boss sends him to the seaside town of 
Mahdia to seek out new clients. At a crossroads, Hedi begins avoiding his professional duties and 
soon meets Rim, a free spirited globetrotter working as an activity leader at a local resort. Rim’s 
lust for life quickly rubs off on Hedi and the two begin a passionate love affair. 

With preparations for the wedding in full swing back at home in Kairouan, Hedi is finally forced 
to make a choice for himself. 
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ON HEDI
Hedi means calm, serene and if this name imposed itself 
as the title of the film, it is because it defines not only the 
main character but also the situation in which he finds 
himself at the beginning of the story. Hedi is the calm 
before the storm. And just like many young Tunisians, Hedi 
experiences the stigma of tradition, in this case, through 
his imminent marriage to Khedija, a young woman who 
likewise is crushed by the weight of custom and religion. 

My initial idea was to tell the story of a young man torn 
between two worlds, two different voices, which each 
might determine his life.

At that time in Tunisia we were in the midst of our first 
democratic elections and we were learning to discover 
ourselves above anything else. Under Ben Ali, political 
censorship ended up anesthetizing us and eventually 
made everything around us rotten. Just like Hedi at the 
beginning of the film, we tried to live our lives without 
asking too many questions. 

At that point, the parallel between this young man‘s 
journey and what was going on in my country became 
obvious, and it became crucial for me to centre the 
story I was developing on Hedi‘s character. The parallel 
between Hedi and what we were living in Tunisia then 

almost dictated the traits of his personality and the 
outline of the way I hoped to show him on screen.

Through his encounter with Rim, Hedi learns something 
more about himself, his dreams, but also his limits. I 
have to admit that I‘m generally more eager to talk 
about falsely „ordinary“ individuals who prove to be 
more interesting in the end than typical „heroes“ in the 
commonly understood form of the word. 
. 

ON FREEDOM AND MAKING CHOICES
Unlike Hedi, Khedija, the woman he intends to marry, 
has no way out from the weight of tradition. She has 
been programmed since birth to pursue the basic goals 
of getting married and founding a family, and she has 
never imagined a different life than the one that has 
been dictated to her. She is not a submissive woman 
in the sense of being actively oppressed, but she is a 
woman under influence. Just like Hedi, she grows up in 
an environment that is not conducive to meeting new 
people or welcoming difference, and she accepts her lot 
in life without question.
 
While in some ways Rim is the opposite of Khedija, it 
would be over-simplistic to define her as such. There is 
much more than these two sides to femininity in Tunisia, 
but in some sense, it is a representation of two symbolic 

DIRECTOR‘S STATEMENT poles. Hedi just happens to be lucky enough to meet 
someone like Rim and discover another way of seeing 
things. Khedija, however does not have this chance. 

Hedi‘s position within his own family also contributes to 
his more complex trajectory. Being a man stuck between 
his mother Baya and his elder brother Ahmed contributes  
to his way of being.

From the very beginning, the contrast between the two 
brothers can quickly be perceived, but as the story 
unfolds we will realize that neither one of them actually 
manages to take on responsibility for his own choices. 
No matter how satisfied Ahmed looks in the place he 
occupies – the favourite child, living a flourishing life 
abroad – he too is torn between his family obligations 
and his own personal fulfillment.

Although as the younger brother, Hedi is basically 
controlled and ruled over, he finds a zone of freedom 
through his drawings.  At those moments, he finds himself, 
he is himself. And it doesn’t matter to him if others 
consider him to be a dreamer, he doesn’t mind, he lets 
them think what they want and has no need to change 
the image they have of him.  Thanks to his drawings, he 
manages to create pockets of fresh air until the day he 
meets Rim, an activity leader in a hotel. Once their two 
paths cross, Hedi learns how to reconsider his life and 
how to say no. 



STATEMENT & INTER-
VIEW

the personality for it? He will finally choose to change 
things from the inside.

As I tell the story of these characters, who are all trying 
to do what they can with what they have, I also wanted 
to paint the portrait of my country as it is today. My 
country is hung-over. It is no longer gagged but in the 
throes of deep social, religious and economic crisis.   I 
know that it is a cynical assessment, but it is a reality we 
cannot ignore. For the past five years, hotels have been 
closing down one after the other, cities which were once 
prosperous thanks to tourism have suddenly become 
ghost towns.  My characters move through this disaster-
stricken landscape, and incarnate the meandering of 
an entire country. I tried to distill this feeling through 
deserted car parks, companies operating at low capacity, 
abandoned beaches and swimming pools, hotels 
firing their personnel. More than just a character, Hedi 
represents all of this. He jerks forwards and backwards.

ON CASTING HEDI
I am always worried of generalizing, but to me the 
empathy generated by Hedi‘s character is also justified 
by the universality of his situation. During the casting 
sessions we held when we were looking for our Hedi, I was 
impressed by the fact that most candidates seemed to 
be disenchanted with life but at the same time impatient 
for something to happen to them, and the idea of setting 
sail to make it happen was often their only plan. 

ON TUNISIA TODAY
Purposefully conceived as a love story - or rather as 
a “love at first sight” story in which the meeting of the 
two lovers is instantaneous and suddenly deconstructs 
the hero’s existence - this story is first and foremost an 
assessment of Tunisian Youth after the revolution, Ben 
Ali’s collapse and what the entire world then called “the 
Arab spring”.
 
In this story, there are no weapons, no pickets, no 
demonstrations. No heroic heroes brandishing banners 
and climbing over barricades, offering their chests up to 
take the bullets. My intention is rather to lift the veil on 
the lives of these young people five years later, young 
people groping to find their way, moving sometimes 
forward and sometimes backwards. 
Where are we today? And what stage is our country at 
now? 

These are the two fundamental questions underlying the 
story.  In Rim and Ahmed, we discover a youth that is 
active but torn apart, who feels compelled to leave its 
homeland to find work.  In Khedija, we discover a passive 
and nearly sedated part of our younger generation. With 
Hedi, we discover a new youth, hesitating, searching for 
itself, sometimes tempted to move forward, and at other 
times, wishing to be guided and not to change anything. 
Like so many others, Hedi attempts to free himself from 
tradition and to emancipate himself, but does he have 

When Majd Mastoura came to the audition, we thought he 
didn’t necessarily correspond to what we were looking for. 
But through the screen tests I quickly realized that what I 
had in mind didn’t matter so much, in comparison to what 
he was offering me. His major qualities are his sensitivity 
and his sincerity. 

In order to prepare for the role, he had to work a lot, mainly 
to change his gait and posture, his voice and gestures. 
Unlike Hedi, Majd is a very outgoing, sometimes even 
exuberant guy. He loves dancing as well as reading poetry, 
and our first challenge was to channel all of his energy. But 
he is also uniquely precise, and he gave us proof of that 
from the very first day of rehearsals.

ON WORKING WITH DORA BOUCHOUCHA 
AND THE DARDENNE BROTHERS
Dora granted me her trust from the first day we met. Our 
relationship goes back as far as 2002, when I made my 
first short film, and since then, we have been united by 
our passion for cinema. Together with Lina Chaabane, her 
collaborator, it is, first of all, a matter of pleasure. Every time 
I have a new idea for a screenplay, I rush to tell them the 
story and to share my thoughts. And they have accompanied 
me during the whole process, in particular in the writing and 
editing phases which they have particularly at heart.
I was very lucky to have the Dardenne brothers as partners 
on this project. Their involvement has been very valuable to 
the film. 



PRODUCER‘S STATEMENT
Mohamed Ben Attia brings to the screen characters who 
are apparently simple but reveal their complexities in the 
choices they make. The situations he imagines force his 
characters to overcome themselves, upset tradition and 
established order without melodrama, pathos or scandal. 
It is all weaved with subtlety. The interior rebellion and 
the decisions taken commit to the future irrevocably.  

HEDI, his first feature film continues in the same form 
of narration favoured by Mohamed Ben Attia, an evident 
sense of situations, concise dialogues and a character 
who goes through interior revolution. 

Hedi is the portrait of a young man who seems conformist 
but who will find freedom of speech and action through 
an unexpected love story. Rather than continue to bear 
the weight of tradition, he will chose to face it.  He 
submits to the choices of his family before rebelling and 
taking his own decision. 

DORA BOUCHOUCHA - BIOGRAPHY
Dora Bouchoucha graduated in English Literature and has 
been a film producer since 1994. She has produced and co- 
produced several Tunisian and foreign documentaries, short 
and feature films- Her films have been selected at Venice, 
Cannes and Berlin.
Dora Bouchoucha founded the Carthage Film Festival 
Projects’ workshop in 1992 and Takmil in 2014. She founded 
the SUD ECRITURE workshops in 1997, which she has been 
running since. Dora Bouchoucha is actively involved in 
training and promoting southern cinema. 
She was a permanent member of the International Rotterdam 
Festival CineMart Board for more than ten years and was 
consultant for Arab and African films for the selection board 
of Venice Film Festival from 2007 to 2011. In 2010, she was 
appointed head of Fonds Sud and in 2012, she was appointed 

President of the CNC  “Aide aux cinémas du Monde”. She 
was head of Carthage Film Festival in 2008, 2010 and 
2014. 
In Cannes 2015, She was named Commander of Arts and 
Letters by the French Minister of Culture.

SELECTED FILMOGRAPHY
Fiction Features
- DEMAIN, JE BRULE by Mohamed BEN SMAIL
Special Mention, La Semaine de la Critique. Venice Mostra 1998
- SATIN ROUGE by Raja AMARI
Selected at Berlinale Forum 2002, Best New Director Award – Seattle 
Film Festival, Audience Award – Maine Film Festival, Best film Award –
Montréal, Best Film Award –Turin, Best film Award, Best Actress Award, 
Best Cinematography Award - Festival de La Cuenca, Ecuador
- BARAKET by Djamila SAHRAOUI (Algeria)
Selected in the Berlinale Forum in 2006, Grand prix Cairo 2006, Grand 
Prix DUBAI 2006
- DOWAHA (BURIED SECRETS) by Raja AMARI 
Official Selection Venice Mostra 2009, Grand Prix BASTIA 2009
- TUNISIAN SPRING by Raja Amari
- CORPS ETRANGER by Raja Amari (in production)

Documentaries
- IT WAS BETTER TOMORROW by Hinde Boujemaa
Official selection Venice Mostra 2012, Best Arab Director – Dubai 2012, 
Dromad’Or – Douz Doc Days - 2012
- CURSED BE THE PHOSPHATE by Sami TLILI
Best Film From the Arab World – Abu Dhabi Film Festival 2012
- A DOOMED GENERATION by Nasreddine BEN MAATI
- THE FACE OF GOD by Bahram ALOUI
- LA VOIE NORMALE by Erige Sehiri (in post-production)

MOHAMED BEN ATTIA
Mohamed Ben Attia was born in Tunis in 1976. He studied 
audiovisual communication at the University of Valenciennes 
in France after graduating at the Institut de Hautes Etudes 
Commerciales (IHEC) in Tunis in 1998. He has directed five 
short films, “ROMANTISME, DEUX COMPRIMES, MATIN 
ET SOIR” (2004), KIF LOKHRIN (Silver award at FESPACO 
2006) , MOUJA (2008), LOI 76 (2011) and SELMA (2013), 
which was selected in the international competition of 
CLERMONT FERRAND FESTIVAL 2014. All his films were 
produced by Dora Bouchoucha.
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